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ABSTRACT
Hot-carrier solar cells may yield very high efficiency if the heat transfer from electrons to phonons is
low enough. In this paper we calcúlate this heat transfer for the two inelastic mechanisms known to
limit the electric conductivity: the multi-valley scattering in non-polar semiconductors and the
coupling of electrons to longitudinal optical phonons in polar semiconductors. Heat transfer is ruled by
matrix elements deduced from electric conductivity measurements. The cell power extracted from hotcarrier solar cells affected by this mechanism, but otherwise ideal, is deduced. It is found that Si and Ge
solar cells, mainly under concentrated sun light, might lead to better efficiencies than conventional
cells

1. Introduction
A detailed balance limit for the conversión efficiency of solar
cells was established in 1961 by Shockley and Queisser [1] and
reviewed in Ref. [2]. This model is based on considering radiative
recombination as the ultímate unavoidable losses mechanism of
the cell. For the case of máximum concentration (the one
producing isotropic illumination with the sun's photosphere
brightness) this limit is 40.7% for 6000/300 K Sun/Earth temperatures. This is well below the efficiency limit of a reversible solar
device [3] (93.3%) and the main reason is because, in a solar cell,
photons below the band gap are not absorbed and, of those of
higher energy, at most, only the band gap energy (times the
Carnot Factor) can be extracted because carriers are supposed to
become quickly thermalised within their energy band.
The concept of hot-carrier (HC) solar cell was proposed to
overeóme this situation [4,5]. In the HC solar cell, the electrons are
thermally isolated from the phonons and they may stay at a
different temperature. Furthermore, very narrow energy-selective
contaets are used that contribute to the thermal insulation of the
electrons. In this way, the ideal HC solar cell has a detailed balance
efficiency limit [3] of 85.4%.
But electrons in solids are soaked in a fluid of phonons and, at a
first glance, isolating the electrons from the phonons may appear
very difficult.
Slow phonon thermalisation [6] has been observed in some
nano-structured materials and it might perhaps appear in some
large band gap bulk materials like InN with large phononic band
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gap [7,8]. No HC solar cell has been fabricated so far but an elegant
concept has been suggested [9,10] for the thermal isolation of the
electrons consisting of avoiding the thermal contact between
acoustic and optical phonons while the latter are kept at the
electrón temperature. We think that the confirmation of the
feasibility of this mechanisms will require to determine the extent
to which the an-harmonic interaction [11,12], among others,
would allow the existence of two different temperatures for the
phonons. In addition, the group velocity of the optical phonons at
high temperatures should be small enough as to make negligible
the thermal conductivity due to these phonons. Indeed, the
concept deserves further research.
However other devices, like the Gunn [13] or the Read [14]
diodes, to give some few examples, are based on hot or warm
electrons that appear at high electrical currents in GaAs or at the
avalanche breakdown in reverse biased p-n diodes. Therefore, a
more straightforward analysis of the possibility of isolating hot
electrons from phonons is opportune.
It would be illusory to pretend preventing any interaction
between electrons and phonons in a solid. The density of phonon
modes is three times the density of atoms in the semiconductor;
at room temperature every mode contains, in average, several
phonons. This density is several orders of magnitude above the
density of electrons in a non-degenerate semiconductor. In
consequence, frequent collisions are produced between electrons
and phonons. Many of these collisions, however, are deemed to be
elastic [15] and they are not to be avoided in the HC solar cell.
Only the inelastic collisions that oceur mainly with optical
phonons or high-energy acoustic ones, are to be avoided. The
purpose of this paper is to examine to which extent the electrons
in a solar cell can be kept hot and how the heat transfer from the
electrons to the phonons through inelastic scattering mechanisms

affect the behaviour of the otherwise ideal HC solar cell.
Obviously, once the mechanisms are identified, it is not less
important to suggest the appropriate materials.
Much of our knowledge concerning elastic and non-elastic
electron-phonon interaction comes from the study of the electric
conductivity and the Hall effect. In these researches it was very
early recognised that a basic mechanism limiting the mobility at
low temperatures was the elastic scattering by charged impurities
[16]. In contrast, at room and higher temperatures, the dominating factor was first attributed to non-elastic scattering by acoustic
phonons associated with the band gap changes (deformation
potential) produced by the compression and expansión of the
lattice under the effect of long wavelength vibrations of the lattice
(low-energy acoustic phonons) [17,18]. However, this mechanism
does not explain the temperature variation of the electric mobility
in most materials.
Most elemental semiconductors, such as Si and Ge, are of
indirect band gap and, in them, multi-valley scattering [19] with
phonons of large q-vector, that is a non-elastic mechanism, plays
an important role and is taken into account to fit the calculated
and the observed mobilities at room and higher temperatures.
(e.g. see Fig. 4 in Ref. [20]).
In polar semiconductors, the dominating mechanism was
found to be associated to the strong interaction [21] of the
electrons with longitudinal optical phonons producing electric
dipoles in their vibration (see Fig. 3 in Ref. [22]). This mechanism
is inelastic as it involves the generation and annihilation of optical
phonons of high energy.
Other scattering mechanisms have been identified (see for
instance Ref. [15], Section 32.1) but they are not dominant in the
mobility studies and we shall not consider them in this paper.
The matrix elements of the interactions described, obtained in
part from fitting to mobility experiments, will be used in this
paper to calcúlate the power interchange between electrons and
phonons when they are at different temperatures. Then, the heat
loss of the electrons based on these mechanisms will be
introduced in the otherwise ideal power expression of the HC
solar cell and the performance limitations will be discussed.
2. Thermal coupling
Under the effect of a forcé on the electrons, e.g. an electric field,
the Fermi Dirac (FD) probability of occupation of the electrons
becomes distorted. This distortion is balanced by a tendency to
return to the equilibrium due to elastic and inelastic collisions of a
variety of natures. For each type of collisions, the following
equation can be written
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where Q is the volume of the crystal, S(k,k') the scattering
probability for passing from state k to state k and /(k) the
distorted probability of occupation of a single electrón state in a
band, characterised by a k-vector and a spin. If the spin has no
effect in the scattering then the state can be characterised by the
vector k alone and a factor 2 will precede the integral.
The scattering probability is determined by the Fermi Golden
Rule as
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where, to the electrón transition with absorption of one phonon
and its reverse with emission, we add the electrón transition with
emission of one phonon (occurring only if the electrón energy is
above feu) and its reverse with absorption.
In the preceding expression /(k)=/(£ k ) is the FD function at
temperature Thc while the average number of phonons n is given
by the Bose Einstein (BE) function at ambient temperature Ta.
Note that here we have separated the matrix element into two
factors, one |Me(k, k')| = |M e (k, k)|, corresponding to the electronic
part of the state and one V" or Vn + l, with n the number of
phonons in the mode, corresponding to the annihilation or
creation of a phonon.
In the early studies, for the elastic collisions with acoustic
phonons under the deformation potential, no phonon is absorbed
or emitted in the transition and no energy transfer is produced in
any scattering event. So the right hand term of the preceding
calculation is identically zero. Only the inelastic transitions
mentioned in the introduction will be considered here. Nevertheless, we shall bring here the matrix element of this transition,
as presented by Bardeen and Shockley [17], because other matrix
elements are, in some cases, referred to this one. This element is
|M flde/ (k,k)| 2 = ^ ^

(4)

where S is the change in band gap per unit of strain, that is,
H=fld£G/dí2 and c¡ is the elastic constant for longitudinal
deformation. It is closely related to the elastic components cik of
the elastic tensor (see Ref. [15], Section 32.2.1.C and Chapter 4). In
high symmetry crystals this constant is related to the sound speed
for longitudinal waves vs) = vs = ^/c¡/p, p being the density.
Sometimes c¡ in Eq. (4) is written (and data are given) in terms
of p and vs. Note that this element of matrix is constant,
independently of k, k .
2.1. Scattering in multi-valley semiconductors
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Under an electric field, the distorted occupation probability
becomes anisotropic. This leads to significant complexities. To
obtain the Boltzmann equation a linearization process is used
leading to the introduction of a colusión time. In our case, the
distorted probability of occupation will be described by a
temperature Thc different from the phonon temperature Ta, no
anisotropy is produced and the treatment is much easier.
We are interested in the transference of heat from the
electrons to the phonons or vice-versa. We shall use the
simplifying assumption, also common in the mobility studies,
that the energy of the phonons under consideration is the same
for all the electronic transitions.
This transference of energy is actually ruled by the following
equation:

(2)

where M(k, k ) is the element of matrix of the Hamiltonian
perturbation describing the scattering and A£kik> is the change of
electronic energy involved in the transition.

Indirect gap semiconductors have múltiple mínima at the
bottom of the conduction band. For instance, silicon has
six mínima in the X points of the reciprocal lattice at about
0.8 x (27t/a) x (1,0,0) and germanium has eight mínima at the

positions (27i/a) x (1/2,1/2,1/2), although these valleys are only
half located inside the lst Brillouin zone, so giving an equivalent
of four full valleys.
The electrón here has a k-vector not very different to the
central one of the valley K¡ in which the electrón is located. By
absorption of a phonon with q cióse to K,-K, the electrón
acquires a k-vector cióse to K,. For emission, the phonon must
have qsKj-K,'. Since the q of the phonons involved in the
transitions is closely the same for all of them, their energy ftco(q)
can be considered constant in all the process. An inter-valley
deformation potential D¡ constant is defined that allows to fit the
experimental data of the mobility and obtain the matrix element
corresponding only to the electronic part of the Hamiltonian that
becomes (see Eq. 32.57 in Ref. [15])
DjkTg
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where p is the material density. Notice that also in this case the
matrix element is independent of k, k . The integrand in Eq. (3)
depends only on the energy and the integral in dfc'3/47i3 can be
changed into an integral on g(Ek,)dEk, = g(E')dE' by making use of
the density of states
(6)
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where me is the effective mass for density of states. This leads to
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We want to remind again that the / are FD functions for
temperature Thc and n=n{hm) is the BE function for temperature Ta.
We assume that there are Z mínima in the conduction band.
Although the phonon q associated with transitions between these
mínima can be somewhat different and thus ftco(q) can also be
somewhat different, we can neglect these differences and state
that W(k) is Z - l times the one appearing in Eq. (7).
Integrating over all the k and taking into account that
W(k) = W(£k), so that we can use once again the function g(£),
and adding the results corresponding to the integration in each
mínimum (under the simplification of a common valué of hm) we
obtain
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In Eq (8), it results clear that the absorption of phonons heats
the electrons while the emission of phonons cools them. Although
it does not appear explicitly, the integráis in Eq. (9) are function of
the Fermi level through the function /.
We present in Fig. 1 the power collected by the electrons
(delivered when negative) corresponding to Ge, Si and GaP with a
volume of 1 cm 2 x 1 um. Parameters in Table 1 have been used
[20] in the calculations. Ge and Si have been selected because they
are semiconductors in which multi-valley scattering affects the
mobility at high temperatures. The thickness used is probably
insufficient for indirect gap semiconductors to achieve full
absorption but ideally it is not so far: ergodic light confinement
[23] can produce an equivalent thickness of 4nr2, about 50-60
times the physical size.
The results are very critically dependent on the density of
electrons in the conduction band that is introduced in the
formulas indirectly through the Fermi level. The power loss is
proportional to the density of electrons. To reduce the power loss
this density must be very small. In the calculations we have
considered the Fermi level as determined by an ionized acceptor
density of 5 x 1018 cm~ 3 and taking into account also the electrón
temperature.
The lowest loss of power is for GaP because of its low number
of minority electrons due to the larger band gap. However, this
semiconductor is not very adequate because it is transparent to a
large part of the solar spectrum and, furthermore, it is polar
leading to additional non-elastic mechanisms not calculated here.
We define the net phonon emission time, TCO¡¡, by the following
equation (ne¡ is the density of electrons):
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Fig. 1. Power collected by the electrons (negative for Thc>Ta) for a phonon
temperature T„=300K. Parameters in Table 1 have been used for the calculations.

Table 1
Parameters used for calculations related to multi-valley scattering.
Material

Conduction band minima, Z
Indirect band gap Eg at 300 K (eV)
Electron effective mass {me/m0)
Hole effective mass {mh/m0)
Material density (kgm~ 3 )
Inter-valley phonon energy (e.V.)
Acoustic phonon deformation potential, 3 (eV)
Inter-valley phonon deformation potentia! , D i t e V m - 1 )
Longitudinal deformation (111) direction (Nm- 2 )
Density of acceptors (cm~ 3 )
Volume of the sample Q (m 3 )

Ge

Si

GaP

4
0.664
0.22
0.18
5320
0.0329
9
3xl010
1.64x10"
5xl018
io-10

6
1.12
0.39
0.591
2330
0.0467
6.5
3xl010
2.1 x l O "
5xl018
io-10

3
2.25
0.365
0.514
4130
0.0309
13
1.2x10"
1.83x10"
5xl018
io-10

2.2. Scattering with optical phonons in polar semiconductors
In polar semiconductors, there is a strong coupling between
the longitudinal optical phonons and the electrons. This means
that the processes of energy interchange of energy between
electrons and optical phonons is strong with emission and
absorption of the later.
This interaction may happen at any q-vector (q=k' - k) but it is
stronger with optical phonons of low q-vector. The electronic part
of the element of matrix is [22]
|AWk,k)|2:
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0.100

Fig. 2. Phonon emission time vs. electrón temperature for a phonon temperature
T„=300K calculated with parameters in Table 1.

The word net refers to the fact that absorptions and emissions
are considered although the second mechanism dominates. A plot
of it is given in Fig. 2. It can be seen that, for Ge, it is of several
picoseconds and, for Si and GaP, it is below the picosecond for
high enough electrón temperature. This time can be compared in
Table 2 to the colusión time (elastic and inelastic) determining the
mobility {¡i=e%lme). Conceptually, the two times are different
because the unbalance of the distribution function is different;
furthermore the phonon emission mean time depends on the
electrón temperature. Nevertheless, for Si and GaP and for the
temperature chosen, they are rather similar.
In the case of Si, with a dependence r~ 2 5 , it is known that the
mobility is rather affected by multi-valley scattering. In the case of
Ge, the dependence is r~ 1 6 3 , very cióse to the r~ 3 / 2 law that
characterises the elastic collisions with acoustic phonons. This
means that this mechanism dominates as suggested by the valué
of the phonon emission time, which in this case is much longer.
Also in Table 2 we can see that the multi-valley matrix element
is well correlated with the phonon emission time (the matrix
element decreases when the phonon emission time increases). It
is not the only factor intervening but it is an important one. The
correlation is very strong with the ratio between multi-valley and
acoustic matrix elements. This ratio is strongly correlated with the
mobility temperature dependence (actually the matrix element
parameters are fitted with it) and it is also well correlated with
our calculated phonon emission time.
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In this part of the paper we restrict our interest to direct band
gap polar semiconductors, such as GaAs having the electrons at
low k and therefore favouring the coupling.
For the calculation of Eq. (3) we shall consider spherical
symmetry for the energy bands which is a reasonable approximation in direct gap semiconductors. We have to consider that now
the matrix element is not independent of k, k . In spherical
coordinates, Eq. (3) is written (6 is the angle of k with k )
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Assuming a spherical effective mass so that E=h2k2¡2me,
k = V2me£/fi and dk/dE = ^/rñe/ti -J2E we obtain after some
manipulation
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Table 2
Some microscopic data calculated with the parameters in Table 1.
Material
GaP

Ge
Electron mobilities at 300K (cm 2 V _ 1 s" 1 ) [20]
Mobility colusión time %=\mxe\e (s)
Phonon emission time TC0¡¡ at kTel=0.05e.V. (s)

f|M0de/(k,k')P^H^(e.V.s-)
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3800
4.75x10-"
1.60 x l 0 ~ 1 2
1.95 x l O ~ 4

1750
3.88x10" -13
3.92x10" -13
7.95x10" - 5

200
4.15 x l O ~ 1 4
4.75 x l O ~ 1 4
3.65 x l O ~ 4

1.34x10"

1.52x10"- 5

3.12x10"

0.0685

0.1907

0.8566
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Fig. 3. Power collected by the electrons taking into account phonon scattering
with the conduction and two valence bands electrons (negative for Thc > T„)
calculated for a phonon temperature T„=300K and using parameters in Table 3.
Semiconductors are considered intrinsic.
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Note, by a simple change of variables (E->E+ha>) that the
integráis ¡fu\ = Jíf = Iabs and the same for /f™ = ¡Z = Iem.
A similar treatment can be done for the holes in the valence
band. Actually we find in it two separated bands that might not be
degenerated at the point F. We can treat each band separately and
then add the power losses.
We present in Fig. 3 the power collected by the electrons (lost
when negative) for several polar semiconductors considering both
the conduction and valence bands. Again this loss is very sensible
to the density of carriers but now we cannot reduce this density
by setting the Fermi level near the valence band. The calculations
presented correspond to the Fermi level position of the intrinsic
semiconductor and is variable with the temperature. The
parameters used are those in Table 3.
According to this picture, the most favourable material is the
GaAs followed by CdTe but this is again because the band gap is
larger and the density of carriers is smaller. The behaviour of the
InAs is very poor. It has been included to see the effect of a small
band gap semiconductor.
In the preceding calculations, the semiconductor has been
considered intrinsic. For an electrón temperature of 0.05 eV the
power delivered by the electrons (the opposed to the power

collected, negative) has been calculated in Fig. 4 vs. the position of
the Fermi level. When the Fermi level approaches to the valence
band (right in the graphic) they are the holes loosing more energy
while, when it approaches to the conduction band, the energy is
lost by the conduction band electrons. Since there are fewer states
in the conduction band, the optimum is a bit displaced towards
the conduction band, as well as the optimum position of the
intrinsic Fermi level. The optimum position of the Fermi level is
not exactly the one of the intrinsic Fermi level but it is very cióse
to it. Note that the electrón temperature is taken different for each
material, approximately where the máximum power point of the
cells is located in the analysis to follow.
The net phonon emission time, defined by Eq. (10), is
represented in Fig. 5 now limited to phonon emissions by
electrons in the conduction band. For not very polar
semiconductors (III—V) they are above most of the valúes in
Fig. 2 corresponding to the multi-valley scattering, and are
comparable to Ge. This is indeed associated to the high mobility
of all these materials. We can observe that the longest lifetime
corresponds to GaSb mostly due to its low polarity and reflected
by the low difference between static and optic dielectric
constants. Nevertheless, the power delivered by the electrons is
high due to its high electrón density, consequence of its narrow

Table 3
Parameters used for calculations related to optical phonon scattering.
Materials
GaAs

InAs

GaSb

CdTe

1.411
0.067

0.356
0.024

0.70
0.041

1.43
0.096

0.0831
0.538
0.559

0.0265
0.333
0.338

0.0714
0.0794
0.120

0.1111
0.625
0.656

Hole mass for energy transfer
(mi(, + m h(,) 1 / 2 / m o

0.544

0.334

0.107

0.635

Static dielectric constant £st (Ref. [15] Table 14.1)
Optic dielectric constant £opt (Ref. [15] Table 14.1)
(í/Eopt-ifer1
Optical phonon energy (e.V.) (Ref. [15] Table 5.1)
Volume of the sample Q (m 3 )

13.1
11.1
118.9
0.0352

14.61
11.8
61.4
0.0295

15.69
14.44
151.6
0.0287

10.3
6.9
20.9
0.210

io- 1 0

io- 1 0

io- 1 0

io-10

Direct band gap Eg at 300K (eV) (Ref. [15] Table 9.8)
Electron effective mass (me/m0) (Ref. [15] Table 9.3)
Hole effective masses (Table 9.6 in Ref. [15] and Eq. 9.Í2):
(mih/nio)

(mhh/m0)
Hole mass for DOS
(</2 + ^2)2/3/mo
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band gap. CdTe results the one with smallest phonon emission
time as a consequence of its high polarity, characteristic of II—VI
compounds and reflected in the large difference in dielectric
constants. Similar conclusions would have been derived from
looking at the holes. In this case, the hole concentration should be
used in Eq. (10) instead of the electrón concentration.
It is interesting to compare this time with the electrón mobility
lifetime in these semiconductors. This is done in Table 4. The
mobility in GaAs is thought to be limited by the phonon emission
mechanism [22]. Although in this table it seems to be less
frequent that the average number of collisions leading to the
electrón mobility, it has to be considered that the choice of 0.05 eV
for the electrón temperature is rather arbitrary.
We have added to this table the matrix element calculated,
somewhat arbitrarily, for a valué |k-k'| 2 =q 2 =2m e fcr a /ft 2 . This
matrix element is strongly dependent on q being larger for small
q. Anyway, even for a q relatively large, the matrix element is
rather large as compared to the multi-valley scattering case. The
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Fig. 5. Phonon emission time at phonon temperature T„=300K calculated with
parameters in Table 3 for the case of phonon scattering with conduction band
electrons. Semiconductors are considered intrinsic.

reason why the lifetime is longer, and not shorter as it would be
expected, should be surely attributed to the many modes for
electrons available in the conduction band of the multi-valley
case, more so that the effective mass is rather small, reducing
again greatly the number of states occupied by electrons.

3. Hot-carrier solar cell operation
As presented in Fig. 6, a HC solar cell is made by sandwiching
the low thermal interaction material between two metallic
conductors and separated from them by dielectric layers with
special mono-energetic contacts.
In Wurfel [5] these special contacts are called selective
membranes (Fig. 6) that only allow electrons with energy centred
around Ée (left contact) and Éh (right contact) to pass through.
Impurity bands in dielectrics [25] or double barrier resonant
structures based on quantum dots [26] may play the role given to
these contacts.

Table 4
Some microscopic data with the parameters in Table 3.
Material

Electron mobilities at 300K (cm 2 V- 1 s" 1 ) [20]
Mobility colusión time %=\mxe\e (s)
Phonon emission time TC0¡¡ at kTel=0.05e.V. (s)
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With reference to the nomenclature in Fig. 6, the cell voltage is
givenby [5]
= (£e-£h) 1

The

(17)

The current extracted from the cell is determined by the rate at
which electrón hole pairs of energy Ée - Éh can be withdrawn
from the cell. Assuming that, additionally to this, a heat rate Q_ is
gained by the electrons as heat delivered by the phonons (it is
usually negative), the energy balance equation generalises the one
in Ref. [5] and leads to
I(Ée - Éh)/q = ÉL(TS, 0, eg, oo,H s ) - ÉL(Thc, 0, eg, oo,H r ) + Q

(18)

and the power extracted from the cell, can be finally computed as
W =IV = [ÉL(TS, 0,0, oo, Hs)

-£ L (r hc ,0,0,oo,H r )] 1

(19)
+Q 1
ThcJ
V
Thcj
In these two equations we use the energy flux corresponding to
a beam of photons [3] given by
EL(T,

fJ-, Em, EM,H) --

2H
Wc¿

E3dE
e kr -

:

0-

Fig. <i. Band s ructure of a hot-electron solar ce 1 showing contacting scheme by
mear ís of selec tive nlembranes.

qV = EF_

1

•

. metal

(20)

1

being T the photon temperature, ¡i their chemical potential, Em
and EM the range of energies considered, H the étendue or view
factor (H=nsin2y for a bundle of rays incident in a cone of semi
angle y). Hs is the étendue from the sun (solar view factor) whose
angle depends on the concentration: it is about 0.26° for no
concentration and n/2 for full concentration. Hr is the étendue of
the reradiated energy, usually with an angle n/2.
Note that the power delivered, described by Eq. (19), is
independent of the energy of the contacts. In other words, a large
separation of the extracting energies lead to high voltage and low
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/s=2.16 x 10-5) with the narrow-energy contacts separated 3eV. Solid curves
correspond to the case with multi-valley thermal coupling. Dashed curves
correspond to the ideal case (no electron-phonon coupling).

current and vice-versa. Thc is a parameter for this equation and also
for the voltage Eq. (17). By elimination we obtain W(V) and from it,
the derived current-voltage curve. The cell efficieney is obtained
from the máximum of W(V) or W{Thc).
The power produced by this cell depends on Q_. In the ideal
solar cell in Ref. [5] it is zero. However, it is a key element in
assessing the performance of a less ideal HC solar cell.
In the preceding treatment, the existence of a band gap Eg is
not actually necessary for the HC solar cell, but, if it is made with a
semiconductor with contacts at both sides of the band gap, an
additional constraint appears associated to the conservation of the
number of particles in each band [27]. The treatment becomes
more complex and in some cases this limitation does not affect to
the limiting efficieney involved in the present treatment. Since the
purpose of this paper is to study the thermal coupling we do not
consider it here.
This model can now be applied to the different materials we
have analysed in the last section. We present in Fig. 7 the currentvoltage curves of a HC solar cell made of Ge and Si in thermal
contact with the lattice trough the multi-valley scattering
mechanism studied above and compare it with the cell without
any thermal contact for the case of 1000 suns. For the rest, both
cells are ideal (no contact losses, perfect light absorption, etc.). We
see that the loss in efficieney corresponds to a drop from 84.1% to
48.1% for Ge and from 74.7% to 48.1% for Si.
We present in Figs. 8 and 9 the efficieney at one-sun vs.
the temperature for non-polar and polar semiconductors,
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Fig. 11. Efficiency vs. electrón temperature of HC solar cells in polar semiconductors (sun temperature 6000 K, ambient 300 K) for a concentration of 1000 x (solar
view factor /s=2.16 x 10~2). Semiconductors are considered intrinsic. Solid lines
take into account thermal losses. Dashed lines correspond to the ideal case. InAs is
almost not visible with thermal coupling.

respectively, for all the materials we have studied in this work. In
general it can be seen that the thermal contact is very small at low
electrón temperatures and only when the temperatures are high,
the thermal coupling prevenís the cells from reaching the
efficiency máximum. This results, in general, in a reduction of
the open circuit voltage, as seen in Fig. 7.
The best results are obtained for Si, with 36.5% vs. 60% for the
fully ideal case. For the rest of the materials the performance is
poorer, being worse for the polar semiconductors, mainly because
there are more carriers as the Fermi level is near the gap centre. In
particular InAs, with very small band gap, shows very low
efficiency, being even its performance not visible in the plot, so
that semimetals should be discarded for HC solar cell operation.
Thermal-coupled performance of GaAs is better than that of CdTe,
mostly due to less polar behaviour (the low- and high-frequeney
dielectric constants differ less) but still poorer that of the nonpolar semiconductors.

In Figs. 10 and 11 we present the efficiency under 1000 x
concentrated sunlight. Here Ge and Si cells present the same
efficiency, 48.1%, although in the ideal case, Ge presents higher
efficiency due to its lower band gap, more adequate
for concentration applications. Among the polar semiconductors, the best results are for the less polar ones, such a
GaAs, but a too wide band gap is necessary to reduce the thermal
coupling.

4. Practical considerations
The results and discussion above ¡Ilústrate the potential of
some well known semiconductors (for example silicon and
germanium) to implement a HC solar cell. The limiting efficiencies
calculated for a HC solar cell implemented with these materials
are lower than the limiting efficiency of an abstract HC solar cell

eventually implemented with a material not discovered yet. In any
case, the theory described in this paper, which has established
links between several parameters governing the mobility in a
semiconductor and the rate heat is transferred from electrons to
phonons, can be equally applied to HC solar cell material
candidates that can be identified or proposed in the future once
their mobility is empirically characterized.
Still, even if the material exhibits the appropriate potential,
ways of implementing selective contacts of compatible technology with the material properties will have to be envisaged. As
suggested by Conibeer et al. [25] and advanced above, these
contacts could take the form of quantum dots. In the HC solar cell
based on silicon discussed in this paper for example, these
quantum dots could be implemented using a technology (basically the growth of Si0 2 layers rich in Si followed by annealing)
similar to the one that has been proposed for implementing allsilicon tándem solar cells [28].

5. Conclusions
We have developed a procedure to evalúate the thermal
coupling of electrons to phonons in HC solar cells for the two
processes that are deemed inelastic and that affect importantly
the carrier mobility, namely multi-valley scattering in indirect
band gap semiconductors and optical phonon coupling in polar
semiconductors. The procedure has been applied to several
indirect gap and polar direct gap semiconductors. In all cases it
has been found that the coupling is proportional to the density of
carriers. It increases with the voltage and therefore the open
circuit voltage is reduced with respect to the ideal cases without
thermal coupling.
Since multi-valley scattering is associated to electrons in the
conduction band, it is possible to p-dope heavily the semiconductors so that the electrón density in the conduction band is
minimized and therefore the effect of the thermal coupling is also
minimized. In consequence, heavily doped p-type Ge, given the
long phonon emission time we have calculated for it, that is
associated with the high measured mobility, and Si, due to its
larger band gap that reduces the density of electrons when the
acceptor doping is high enough, result the best candidates with
efficiency limit of 48.1% at 1000 suns in both cases after taking
into account the thermal losses. At 1 sun, Si is the best material
with efficiency limit 36.5%. The rest of the materials perform
worse. GaP, which is polar, but with indirect gap is included in this
group. It is already discarded without studying it as polar
semiconductor what would require a special treatment due to
the indirect nature of its gap.
Indeed, the relatively good performance of Si and, in concentration, Ge cells strongly rely on the elastic nature of the scattering
for the holes, of high density in this option. Their conductivity is
mostly limited by acoustic phonons and ionized and non-ionized
impurity scattering, and all these processes are deemed to be
elastic. If so, no thermal coupling should be produced. But the
subject should be re-examined carefully.
For the polar semiconductors, with direct band gaps, the
coupling with longitudinal optical phonons is the main limitation
to mobility. We have found that the results are poorer. The main
reason is that, in this case, both electrons and holes, can emit
phonons so that the recommendation is to work with nearly
intrinsic semiconductors. This reduces electrons and hole densities less efficiently (Fermi level has to be located near the mid of
the band gap) and the coupling with the phonons remains high.
Thus, polar semiconductors are not attractive for this application.
It has been suggested [9,10] that, since thermal coupling is
produced with optical phonons, some materials like InN with

large phononic band gap [7,8] might have a poor thermal coupling
between optical and acoustic phonons. This behaviour has been
also related to the phonon bottleneck in low-dimensional
structures. The concept is attractive and in addition most probably
Si, Ge and other classic materials have a too strong thermal
coupling so that novel solutions have to be sought. In any case the
decoupling of the optical and acoustical phonon temperatures
relies in the low thermal conductivity attributed to the optical
phonons. This property has to be examined because the dispersión
curve of the optical phonons is horizontal only in a first order
study and optical phonons have small but not zero group velocity
so that the thermal conductivity may not be negligible.
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